United Kingdom
One of the most exciting, extraordinary and intriguing nations, United Kingdom is an iconic
holiday destination, hailed all over the world for its spellbinding landscapes, beautiful beaches,
picturesque snow mountains, and enticing historical heritage. Offering every possible holiday
options under the Sun, suiting different tastes and age groups, United Kingdom is 8th largest
tourist destination in the world, attracting more than 32 million tourists every year. The major
attraction to visit three-nation Monarch is variety of traveling options, from world-class museums
containing remnants of artifacts, premier shopping malls, top-notch restaurants serving
scrumptious cuisines to theatres and exciting nightlife.
History
Travelling to United Kingdom is like a journey back in time, diving back into medieval and
Roman era, admiring neo-classical castles and fortresses. United Kingdom proudly boasts of
Stonehenge, a pre-historic site, having erected stones in circular setting. The site has been
included in the list of Wonders of World by UNESCO. It has more than 5000 castles and
cathedrals, the major ones being Edinburgh Castle, Buckingham Palace, Warwick Castle,
Durham Cathedral, York Minster, and Windsor Castle, offering spectacular pre-renaissance
architectural styles.
City Life
It is said that the best way to explore United Kingdom is to explore the cities and immerse
yourself into their soaking cultural beauty. The iconic cities and countryside offer you to take
insights into the British living and experience the soul of the cities. Over the years, British cities
have become urban cultural exchange channels, preserving historical heritage and
communicating with the outside world, driving economy of the region. The must-visit city on
bucket list of every traveler is London, along with nearby Cambridge city, York, Edinburgh,
Nottingham and Manchester. In last century, United Kingdom has become one of higher
education hub, with students flocking all over the world which eventually led to youth-driven
thriving city life.
Top Must See Sights in United Kingdom
•

London – A fascinating 21st century city located on the banks of river Thames, with
history dating back to Roman era, London is the cultural and economic center of Europe
and World. The city boasts of museums of rare arts and paintings, lush green parks,
vibrant cultural with theatres venues. It houses Buckingham Palace and the world
famous Big Ben clock.

•

Edinburgh – The capital of Scotland, Edinburgh is paradise for its historians, boasting of
more than 4500 historic sites. Most famous among them is Edinburgh Castle, which has
become the symbol of Scotland over the years. The historical heritage of city has been
preserved throughout the centuries and has been divided in a medieval Old Town and
New Town since Georgian era. The other famous sites in the city include Royal Mile,
Holyrood House, Arthur’s Seat and Stone of Destiny.

•

Stonehenge – Located in South West England, the famous Stonehenge is a group of
earthworks in a circular setting and has been included in the list of Wonders of World by
UNESCO. It is also a home to almost 200 monuments, dating back to Neolithic and
Bronze era.

•

Scottish Highlands – Located in Northwestern part of Scotland, these rugged
landscapes are lined with numerous towering mountains and attractions such as Loch
Ness Lake, Eilean Donan Castle and Ben Nevis mountain peak. These highlands are
very less populated and make a perfect choice for outdoor adventurers.

•

Snowdon – The national park of Snowdonia is home to mountain Snowdon, the highest
mountain peak in Wales & England. The summit is accessible through Snowdon
Mountain Railways, offering mesmerizing 360 degree views of valleys, coast and to the
Ireland across sea.

•

Lake District – Attracting more than 10 million visitors every year, Lake District is the
second largest national park in Britain and is famous for its amazing lakes, magnificent
hillside and mountains, offering fascinating views. The park is known among trekkers for
its trails and makes a dream destination in Britain for hiking and climbing.

•

York Minster – Renowned as one of the largest Gothic Cathedrals in Europe, the
Church of Saint Peter is located in York, England. Built in 14th century, the architecture is
majorly influenced by Gothic culture and is famous for its Great East Window, made
using medieval stained glass.

How to Reach United Kingdom
All states in the United Kingdom are well connected to all continents through air transport and to
rest of Europe through air, railway, and roadways transport. The major international airports in
UK are Heathrow in London, Edinburgh, Birmingham, and Glasgow among many others.
London and Edinburgh are also connected to Europe through railway network, at London’s King
Cross Railway Station.
Best time to visit United Kingdom
The best time to visit UK is summer from early June to mid-September when the weather is
warm and dry, though many regions can be visited throughout the year. Britain also hosts
numerous music festivals during summer, the major one being Glastonbury, which is now in its
33rd edition.

Travel Tips in United Kingdom
United Kingdom is a must-visit destination for every traveler, promising to make your trip a
lifelong memory. Manners are one of the most integral part of British life and following tips
should be kept in mind, when you are visiting:
•

Do use Thank You, Please and Excuse Me frequently

•

Do stand in line and don’t jump queues

•

Do smile and greet people when you’re outside

•

Don’t greet people with a Kiss unless they are close friends/relatives

•

Don’t talk loudly in public

